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Sent. 

To 	1 	 I(Div10) (FBI) 
(NK) (FBI) 

Subject. FW Corrected Version of Abu Ghurayb Prison Interviews 

Tuesday, May 18. 2004  7 33 AM 

  

	I 

 

Div10) (FBI) 

   

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

FYI - During=s interview, UCE:Iadvised him of concerns previously documented regarding the DOD 
interrogation techniques at GITMO Since the current inquiry is limited in scope to AGP, I advised=hectuh b6 -1 
not need to expand the interview of UCI=Ito GITMO interrogation techniques, but that he should ask U 	 
for a copy or the file/sepal # of the EC which previously documented the issues/concerns at GITMO so we would b7C -1 
have it for reference if needed The file/sepal # of the EC which documented concerns over DOD interrogation 
techniques at GITMO 265A-MM-C99102, Serial 1209 

Let 	me know if you need anything further re this- 

I 	I 
----Ur 
From 	 Div10) (FBI) 

Se 	 4 7:08 AM 	b7C -1 

To 	 (HN) (FBI) 

Su je 	• rr 	 n of Abu Ghurayb Prison Interviews 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

	1  
b7C -1 

After I spoke with you yesterday afternoon, both interviewees! 	 landl 	 contacted me 
 

and made slight changes to their answers The bottom line remains the same, neither SI 	tior uc 	I 
observed any mistreatment or abuse of detainees at Abu Ghurayb Prison I have attached tne revised interviews 

When we spoke yesterday afternoon, you requested a co of the EC UC=mentioned regarding DOD b6 
interrogation techniques at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba UC 	was reluctant to provide me a copy of this 
classified document, however, he provided me the file num er and serial number, which I have provided below b7C -1 

GITMO-INTELLIGENCE, 
GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA 
00 MM 
(MAJOR CASE-188) 
(265A-MM-C99102) 

This document was authored by SSP 

Let me know if you have questions b6 -1 

b7C -1 	 ALL IME'tiMAi±bA CONTAIUED 
ilgRn0 IS IRMAM31E1110 

PAT:. 	2 qii4, : ex 61.53.S. 0. 4 V.: BC& 	g 	7 qi 7 41141 
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9/20/2004 
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